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When two people are connected 

by the all-powerful energy of love, 

nothing can possibly separate them – 

no coma, no distance, not even murder...
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A French journalist in a coma is separated from his beloved 
whom he needs to save before her bipolar husband murders 
her on live television in Los Angeles.
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INTENTION

Adapted from Jérôme-Arnaud Wagner's novel « Reviens, mon Ange..  », read by nearly 
60 000 people already, the story depicts a multi-dimensional (earthly and astral) and multi-
cultural (France and USA) love story entrenched in a suspense crime.

Our intention is to produce a powerful feature film, intended for a large audience 
worldwide and in particular the younger population (15-35), passionnate about new 
technologies and paranormal phenomena. 

The film is set in Los Angeles, in the pitiless world of media with its light and dark 
contrasts. Quick cuts zip us between scenes and characters, and the effect is thrilling and 
unsettling and very exciting. It introduces complex characters dealing with psychological 
contradictions we can all relate to. As the plot thickens, the characters evolve and we 
discover, on the end, their connection, beyond all appearances.
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The film's themes:

- The still unknown realities of people in COMA, whose cerebral activity and mystical 
capabilities are being witnessed more and more (see  Letters from J by Berniece 
Mead, Dying to Be Me by Anita Morjani). The character in a coma is the hero.

- The hypothesis that all and everything is "CONNECTED"; here the human brain will 
use light and sound waves to communicate with his beloved… All characters and all 
planes (material, physical, subtle, astral, geographical...) are together connected, as 
ONE.

- The Secret INTERNET Data Monitoring Centers where reigns control and 
manipulation of  collective and personal information via the internet. 

- The main characters are on a journey to confront Death and accept Love. They all play 
out a set of polarities. Extreme case study: Frank Mannick, BIPOLAR.

References: GoneGirl (directed by David Fincher, 2014), Transcendance (starring Johnny 
Depp, 2013), Just like Heaven (produced by Steven Spielberg, 2005), Anthony Zimmer 
(directed by Jérôme Salle, 2005).
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SYNOPSIS

In the romantic landscape of the beautiful French Riviera, Alison falls in love with a very attractive and 
seemingly loving American man, Frank. She decides to quit her job at TV France and move to 
California with him.
 
The same day she leaves France, her childhood friend (and person she loves most in the world), gets 
hit by a racing car and falls into a deep coma.
 
Entering what most would call a fairytale life (First Class service, Bel Air mansion, limitless use of 
husband’s credit cards, eternal sunshine etc), Alison quickly grows bored and frustrated and soon 
discovers that her husband Frank is bi-polar. She misses her best friend Max, her job as a journalist 
and the love Frank used to have for her. Even her pet rabbit can’t fill the void.
 
She idles around Los Angeles, swims laps her Bel Air pool, lunches at the Beach Club with other rich 
men’s wives and writes love letters to Max.
 
Max, from the depth of his coma, can see everything…
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Behind her husband’s back, Alison meets John Hart, head of the News Department at the Nerwork. 
They hit it off and he hires her on the spot.

Like a secret agent on a mission, Alison manages to get back to her work as a journalist without her 
husband suspecting anything - or so she thinks.
Unbeknownst to her, Alison is constantly followed by a photographer who documents her every 
move/ This is part of her husband's plot to keep his wife and the media from discovering his true 
identity and the illegal activity of his non-profit Internected - an Internet spying data center that does 
business with China. 

Alison regains her confidence and inner joy until she finds Jon Hart’s secretary, Mary Spaulding, freshly 
strangled on the front seat pf her car in the parking lot. Thus begins a series of shocking deaths, 
threats and disappearances – all revolving around her…or leading to her…
 
Max watches over Alison, and tries to communicate with her via different mediums.

Inspector Peter Granger is leading the investigation. Although all evidence point to Alison as being 
the number one culprit to the murder of Mary, he nonetheless feels sympathy towards her as she 
reminds him of his late daughter whom he could not save from death.
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Alison reaches out to Max, her angel, on the astral planes…
 
By this time, it's total chaos on the physical plane in LA: more murders - after Mary, it’s James Smith 
turn, and then Jon Hart’s… Moreover, important documents disappear, the staff at news network is 
replaced by a new one, Mary comes back from the dead…
 
And Alison is kidnapped…After being put to sleep by her aggressor, she wakes up in a hospital bed, 
with Inspector Granger at her side waiting to tell her everything will be allright.

Max has received Alison’s cry for help. The powerful love they have for each other pulls him out of the 
coma and onto an airplane to LA to rescue his beloved.
 
Dr Livingston continues to care for Alison. Her bed is wheeled into another room. Alison is suddenly 
face to face with Frank while the television set is blaring groundbreaking news – her own death 
broadcasted live!
 
As Frank reveals his shenanigans to Alison, he slowly pushes her towaeds death… Will Max, who has 
just come back from the other world, meet Alison again in this world?
 
In the beautiful morning landscape of the French Riviera, Alison fondles with her true love's blond 
curls as he finishes a deep night’s sleep…
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DREAM CAST

      

                & Josephine...
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Benoit Magimel
Max Lange

Sarah Veronica
Alison Parker

Bradley Cooper
Frank Mannick

Denzel Washington
Inspecteur Granger

Mary & Kimberley Spaulding
Christina Ricci

Jon Hamm
Jon Hart



CHARACTERS

Alison Parker – a 30 year old, French-American, beautiful, sexy, smart, dedicated journalist.

Max Lange – a 33 year old gorgeous French man, intelligent, heart-centered and stubborn.

Frank Mannick – a rich, handsome American man of 40 years. Cute but deadly. Bipolar.

Jon Hart – an elegant and fit American with a deep voice and a large Clark Gable smile. Late 40s, 

early 50s. Lots of charisma and charm.

Inspector Peter Granger – a charming, heart-broken man in his late 50’s, square, intuitive with a 

strong personality.

Mary Spaulding – a bitter 30 year old redhead with pink-framed glasses over too much make-up and 

vulgar attire.

Kimberley Spaulding – Mary Spaulding's twin sister, 30 year. Mini skirt and flashy lipstick.

Ronald Donaldson - Insp. Granger’s assistant, 30s, suspicious of Alison, quick in making assumptions.

Marc Chandler – an ambitious, hypocrite newsman in his late 30s.

James Smith – photographer, Jim Jarmusch style, late 30s.

Dr Livingston – male physician, 40s.

Jackie – Inspector Granger’s secretary, late 50’s.

Louise - female host at Geoffrey's Malibu.
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PART I

FLEETING LOVE
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ALISON LEAVES MAX, HER CHILDHOOD LOVE, BEHIND
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Jack Johnson's "Angel"

scene: 
Alison & Max as young teens



TO BE WITH FRANK WHOM SHE ROMANCES WITH IN THE SOUTH OF 
FRANCE...
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Theme Song by John Dickson (Burnt Notice)

Alison thinks she 
has found her 

prince charming



ALISON SUDDENLY MOVES TO CALIFORNIA WITH FRANK
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Jean-Louis Aubert, "Alter Ego"



ALISON MEETS JON HART, HEAD OF THE NETWORK'S NEWS DEPT.
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Alison and Jon hit it off great; 
a bond is created.

5:30 pm 
meeting at 
Geoffrey's in 
Malibu 

along the breathtaking 
Pacific coast...



MAX IN A COMA, IN A PARISIAN HOSPITAL 
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PART 2

THE ILLUSION OF APPEARANCES
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ALISON LOST IN HER GOLDEN CAGE IN BEL AIR
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Sarah Veronica, Untitled

scene: Alison alone connecting with Max

I'm 
here...



MAX CONNECTING WITH ALISON THROUGH LIGHT & SOUND WAVES
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THE FASCINATING BUT PITILESS WORLD OF TELEVISION NEWS
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MURDERS IN THE NEWSROOM...
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FRANK COVERS UP HIS ILLEGAL INTERNET-RELATED ACTIVITIES
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PART 3

ANGELS & DEMONS
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ALISON KIDNAPPED
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THE OTHER FACE OF FRANK
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THE ANGEL'S RETURN
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RECONNECTING
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FAN ENTHUSIASM

« It’s a story that « grabs » you. One feels enveloped in this story; it pulls you in and gives 
you suspense and tenderness...!!! »

« I couldn't stop reading it! It’s captivating... You really get taken in by the story!! Can't wait 
to discover the sequel! It could easily attract a very large audience! »

« Very enjoyable read. One is quickly absorbed in a story full of twists and turns, suspense 
and emotions. »
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OBJECTIVE

Find financing to develop the film.

Find an American partnership to executive produce the film. 

Les Beaux Films would co-produce with the American partner and hold the rights 
for the French market. 
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MARKETING STRATEGY

Contribution of specialists in the paranormal and experts in coma states.
 

Use of social media to launch the film.

Theme-related websites.
Internet Monitoring Center: http://www.wired.com/2012/03/ff_nsadatacenter/all/

Coma: http://lettersfromj.com/Letters_from_J/Welcome.html 
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BUDGET

Development budget: $100, 000 
(sequence list, script, travel expenses, office supplies, other)
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Estimated budget $5 million (without cast)



PROJECTED SCHEDULE
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November 2014
Treatment

April 2015
Final Script

May-June 2015
Pre-production

July-August 2015
Shooting (synchro-

editing) 

Sept-Nov 2015
Post-Production

 December 2015
Theatrical Release



TEAM
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Jérôme-Arnaud Wagner
Author, Producer, Marketing Media France

Sarah Veronica Demeestere
Co-author, Director, Actor



THE AUTHOR-PRODUCER

Jérôme-Arnaud Wagner created LES BEAUX FILMS in 2014 to produce films that convey 
beautiful universal messages, through their content and visual aesthetic.

A graduate of HEC MBA (1st Business school in France), Jérôme-Arnaud’s entire career is 
based on media, communication, music and entertainment.

An executive for 17 years in the giant French media group Lagardère, he then became the 
General Manager of Initiative Media, the US Interpublic Group in Paris.

As  President & Founder of Maje-Medias, he currently runs his company, specializing in 
raising funds for major Music Festivals and Entertainment Shows.

As a writer, Jérôme-Arnaud is the author of a series of romantic thrillers who have reached 
a large audience. Among them: "N’oublie pas que je t’aime" (more than 80 000 copies
sold in France to this day), currently in development for feature film release.
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FILM DIRECTOR

Sarah Veronica Demeestere is a French-American actress and film director. Along with 
acting for American television, Sarah has been directing short films, music videos, 
documentaries and commercials since 2008. After attending the Beaux Arts (Paris) and 
obtaining a Masters in Film from the Sorbonne (Paris), Sarah became a filmmaker-actress. 
Her first short film, DuElle, an autobiographical dramedy, won 2 awards at the San 
Francisco Short Film Festival and her second short film, Show-All, was picked up by the 
Cannes Film Festival in the Short Film Corner and sold internationally. You can view her 
work at www.superstringcocreations.com. 

Having been Alain Sarde's (Mulhollabd Drive, The Pianist...) assistant for many years, Sarah 
often self-produces and has the guts to take a project off the ground.

Her main focus is to co-create films that are esthetically creative, thematically interesting 
and commercially attractive and that convey messages that the world wants to hear for its 
growth and well-being.
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CONTACT

Les Beaux Films - 1 Ave de Friedland, 75008 Paris 
FRANCE
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Thank you !
contact@les-beaux-films.com

U.S. 323 620 1022  / France +33 1 45 61 46 91                                
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